
LID
Delight fully covered



Innovation
Performance, Value and  Sustainability

As a recognised innovator,  Walki is the perfect 
partner for companies looking for superior technical 
competence, excellent supply chain solutions and 
reliability.  

Walki®Lid is the result of this 
process at work. 
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Walki®Lid is an innovative product tailored to offer value 
for the whole supply chain including brand owner and 
consumer. 

Stands out on the shelf 
Walki®Lid offers a superb printing surface capable of carry- 
ing the most demanding graphics produced by today’s 
printing processes. This offers obvious opportunities for 
enhanced image and shelf-appeal to the final product when 
compared to using competitive lidding materials. 

Puts a lid on leaks
The inherent strength and puncture resistance of Walki®Lid 
offers less breaks and leaks, resulting in less waste. This 
strengthens consumer confidence in the quality of the prod-
uct and naturally improves retail profitability. 

A pleasure to open
Walki®Lid is produced with a special sealing layer. This 
means consumers will find the lid provides pack integrity, 
all the way from the shelf to the point of consumption. 
What’s more the lid is engineered to be easy to open at the 
appropriate time. 

Environmentally sound
Environmental performance is a top corporate priority and 
Walki Group supports the principles of recovery, reuse 
and  recycling wherever feasible. Walki®Lid is a fine case 
in point: consistent with the manufacturing approach at 
Walki Group, Walki®Lid is based on renewable raw material 
resources, ensuring that environmental impact is kept to a 
minimum. 

LID

Performance, Value and  Sustainability
Walki is the leading and nearly sole 
supplier of paper-based lids for single-
portion food packaging applications. 
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Innovation meets collaboration 
Walki offers smart supply chain solutions to provide an 
excellent order to delivery process, specifically tailored 
to needs and developed in co-operation with our 
customers and suppliers. 

Our open and co-operative style of working also offers 
our partners the opportunity to create exciting new 
solutions that are unique to your marketplace. 

We do what we promise with a single sense of purpose: 
to make our partners’ business processes smoother, 
more efficient and more profitable. We have your 
business covered!
 

 What makes Walki®Lid good for the product 
 and the brand?
 1.  Excellent printing properties for aesthetic appeal 

 2. Minimized breaks and leaks keeping the contents intact 

 3. Easy opening without compromising sealing properties 

 4. Based on renewable and recyclable raw materials 

 5. Not subject to the wild price fluctuations of aluminium 



Walki in brief
Walki Group is a leading producer of technical laminates and protective 
packaging materials, specialising in the production of fibre based, intelligent, 
multilaminate products for markets as diverse as energy saving construction 
facings to barrier packaging applications. 

Walki Group has operations in Finland, Sweden, Germany, Poland, the UK 
and China with a workforce of approx 1,000 people. Annual net sales for the 
Group are 300 million euros. 

Reel packaging Ream wrapping

PaPer Packaging

Walki consists of three business areas

www.walki.com

Construction New business 
development

Packaging

Technical ProducTs

Barrier board Barrier lining

consumer Board

If you are interested in partnering with 
Walki for your Walki®Lid needs, 
please contact us via our website.


